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Abstract
Despite recent advances in architectures for mobile devices, deep learning compu-
tational requirements remains prohibitive for most embedded devices. To address
that issue, we envision sharing the computational costs of inference between local
devices and the cloud, taking advantage of the compression performed by the first
layers of the networks to reduce communication costs. Inference in such distributed
setting would allow new applications, but requires balancing a triple trade-off
between computation cost, communication bandwidth, and model accuracy. We
explore that trade-off by studying the compressibility of representations at different
stages of MobileNetV2, showing those results agree with theoretical intuitions
about deep learning, and that an optimal splitting layer for network can be found
with a simple PCA-based compression scheme.
1 Introduction
Although desktops and servers represent the most visible aspect of computational hardware, embedded
systems represent the vast majority of computational systems, not only in raw number of devices,
but also in market size (IMARC, 2019). Today’s embedded systems comprise “classical” cases, like
controllers for consumer electronics, vehicles, and industrial processes, but also smartphones and
tablets, and the so-called Internet of Things (IoT), which is bringing computation to a myriad of
everyday devices.
Implementing deep learning in embedded systems is extremely challenging, since those systems
have strict limitations of computation, memory, power consumption and network access. So far, even
the most efficient image classification models are still supported only by high-end mobile devices
with gigabytes of RAM (Ignatov et al., 2018), while technological studies on IoT and constrained
computation usually consider nodes with memory in the kilobyte range (Bormann et al., 2014).
In this work, we will formalize the problems of designing deep learning models for IoT systems,
and present one case study of distributed inference that illustrates the interplay between computing
power, network bandwidth and accuracy common in those scenarios. Finally we will show how we
obtained a satisfactory solution by applying intuitions brought by recent theoretical results found in
the literature of deep learning.
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2 Partial Computation on Embedded Devices
We will tackle the problem of partial computation on the edge by splitting the inference performed by
the model during test in two sequencial steps, first on the local device, and next on the cloud.
Let us denote fi each of the successive layers of a deep-learning model (f0 being the input, and fn the
output layer).Each layer xi+1 = fi(xi) turns an input representation xi into an output representation
xi+1. The entire network y = f(x0) turns the model input x0 into the final decision y (where
f = f0 ◦ . . .◦fn). In our context, optimizing such model consists in picking a layer k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n+1,
such that xk = fL(x0) is computed locally in the embedded system, xk is transmitted over the
network, and y = xn+1 = fR(xk) is executed remotely in the cloud (where fL = f0 ◦ . . . ◦ fk−1
and fR = fk ◦ . . . ◦ fn). For k = 0, everything runs on the cloud, and for k = n + 1, everything
runs locally.
Building feasible solutions, however, involves much more than picking an architecture, attempting
k choices for the cut and choosing the best. Such a naïve approach would lead, most of the time,
to unfeasible (or grossly suboptimal) solutions. Several additional techniques must be considered.
Compressing/distilling the model (Han et al., 2016; Hinton et al., 2015; Sheng et al., 2018) reduces
its computation cost, allowing to process larger fractions of it locally. Compressing the intermediate
representation (Carvalho et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2019) reduces the network bandwidth needed
to offload the final inference step to the cloud. In addition to distillation and compression, “native”
mobile-friendly deep learning architectures have been proposed (Sandler et al., 2018; Tan et al.,
2019), but for implementation in IoT, even those networks might be too expensive. Distillation and
compression affect accuracy, so applying them involves balancing a delicate compromise.
That problem can be formulated in a number of ways, applying different objectives, costs and
constraints — those include model accuracy, computational capabilities of the local and the remote
devices, energy limitations of the local device, latency and bandwidth of the network, process queuing
at the remote device, and (monetary) operational costs of using the network or the remote device.
One frequent scenario in computer vision is to maximize model accuracy while minimizing oper-
ational costs under the constraint of a time deadline. To process v video frames per second, we
have a strict deadline of v−1 seconds to deliver the decision. The straightforward solution would
be to process it locally or transmit the video over the network and process it remotely but, today,
few configurations of model/device/network allow feasible solutions for real-time computer-vision:
deep learning models are way too computationally expensive to run on most embedded devices and
high-bandwidth/low-latency internet is either not available or prohibitively expensive in most of the
world.
Such distributed inference could have many applications, which existing approaches fail to solve
adequately. Lowering computational and communication costs may have profound impacts on tasks
that require continuous influx of data, but not continuous feedback to the device: activity detection,
surveillance and remote sensing. Even where high-bandwidth, low-latency networks (notably 5G)
are available, distributed inference can reduce the workload of cellphones, tablets, virtual reality
headsets, etc., keeping heat dissipation and battery draining at acceptable levels, while still providing
a fluid experience to the user.
3 Experiments
In this paper we consider a scenario without the constraint of a deadline, but where we still want
to minimize network costs. A scenario of image classification — here, ImageNet (Russakovsky
et al., 2015) — although simplified, captures many characteristics of the economic model of IoT
applications, where the main compromises are spending computation (and thus energy/battery) on
the local device, and spending network bandwidth (which has costs for both users and hosts). We
simplify the optimization by considering that the cloud servers are so much more powerful than the
user device, that once a transaction goes to the cloud, we pay fixed costs for it, independent of k and
|xk|.
Optimizing the model for this scenario involves a very complex optimization:
• Choosing and optimizing the architecture. That is probably the most thorny choice, since,
for the moment, model architecture design is mostly an ad hoc endeavor;
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• Model distribution across local and remote nodes, given by the parameter k, as explained
above;
• Model distillation, or representation compression, or both.
For our experiments we picked MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018), an architecture already optimized
for small devices. Fig. 1 illustrates the different compromises obtainable by varying MobileNetV2
“built-in” parameters α and input size — each series/line in the plot representing a model varia-
tion. Each dot represents a layer on the model, and thus a different choice for the parameter k
as explained above. Each choice represents a compromise between accuracy, network costs, and
computation/energy expenditure on the user device — the former given by the model choice and the
latter two given by k.
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Figure 1: The triple trade-off of computation spent on the mobile device, network cost, and task
accuracy. We run our experiments on MobileNetV2 for the ImageNet task. Each series represents
one configuration (α, input size) for the model, and each dot represents one layer of the model.
Picking a layer to slice the model (parameter k in Section 2) is key for optimizing the problem.
As Fig. 2 shows, those compromises change radically when representation compression is employed.
In that experiment, we applied a straightforward compression scheme using blocked principal
component analysis (PCA) (in which we divide the data into blocks and compress them independently)
followed by quantization and Huffman coding. The choices of the previous paragraph still apply,
but now we can compress the output xk of fk−1 before sending it to the cloud, which allows greatly
reducing the bandwidth costs. Compression also introduces an increase in computational costs at the
client, but in our tests we found those overheads to be negligible in comparison to the costs of deep
learning, and we will ignore them on this motivating example. As shown in the plots, we find that
applying the compression of intermediate layers allows using the best version of MobileNetV2 at a
small fraction of the bandwidth costs of transmitting JPEG compressed images to the cloud.
Insights from information theory help guide the design and understanding of these experiments (Figs. 1
and 2). For example, if we consider that each representation is sampled from a random variable
xi ∼ Xi, and that the model output y = xn+1 ∼ Yˆ , is drawn from an estimator of the true labels Y ,
the well-known data-processing inequality establishes that mutual information I(x0;xi) ≤ I(x0;xj)
for i > j, and thus, although the data structure of the representation of later layers may, in some
circumstances, take more storage, the information they have about the input may never grow.
The Information Bottleneck (Tishby and Zaslavsky, 2015) provides additional insights, establishing
that well-trained networks tend to discard most information about their input except that which is
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Figure 2: Applying compression to the representations. We pick the MobileNetV2 model with
best accuracy (α = 1.0, input size= 224) and optimize it by applying a PCA-based compression
to the output of different layers (triangles). As predicted by the Information Bottleneck and the
linearization of deep representations, there is a sweet spot around the middle of the network, much
more interesting than simply compressing the input with JPEG (squares).
useful for the task — suggesting, for example, that the output of the last layers of the network is
already highly compressed.
Furthermore, we expect those deep representations to behave somewhat linearly. (Wu et al., 2016)
shows that deep learning tends to create representations that “make sense” in linear spaces, and the
design of MobileNetV2 architecture also explicitly encourages that by avoiding non-linear activations.
Our results agreed surprisingly well with the theoretical intuitions: we found a definite sweet spot
by picking k in the middle of the network (Fig. 2). We found that earlier layers do not compress
well with PCA and require complex algorithms (like the JPEG compression we used on the input),
while later layers are already very small and any significant (relative) compression tends to penalize
accuracies too much. As also predicted by the Information Bottleneck, the effective information
about the input only decreases as the layers progress, even if the actual data structure increases — as
their compressibility vs. accuracy shows.
We hope that the example above shows that information-theoretic insights and compression of
deep representations can be fruitful in the progress of embedded deep learning, first, by enabling
applications otherwise infeasible, and second, by providing a rich playground where theoretical
results may have significant practical impacts.
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